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The challenge of prosodic annotation is reflected in commonly reported variability among trained
annotators in the assignment of prosodic labels. The present study examines individual differences
in the perception of prosody through the lens of prosodic annotation. First, Generalized Additive
Mixed Models (GAMMs) reveal the non-linear pattern of some acoustic cues on the perception
of prosodic features. Second, these same models reveal that while some of the untrained
annotators are using these cues to determine prosodic features, the magnitude of effect differs
quite dramatically across the annotators. Finally, the trained annotators follow the same cues as
subsets of the untrained annotators, but present a much stronger effect for many of the cues. The
findings show that while prosody perception is systemically related to acoustic and contextual
cues, there are also individual differences that are limited to the selection and magnitude of the
factors that influence prosodic rating, and the relative weighting among those factors.
Keywords: prosody; annotation; individual differences; generalized additive mixed models;
inter-rater reliability; speech transcription

1. Introduction

Through the modulation of pitch, tempo, loudness, voice quality, and other properties of
speech, prosody serves many functions in spoken language. There is striking variation in
prosodic patterning across languages and dialects, reflecting grammatical differences in the
prosodic structures that locate prominences and boundaries, in their tonal specification,
and in their phonetic realization. Languages also vary in the linguistic function of prosody.
For instance, many if not all languages are reported to use prosodic phrasing to structure
speech into units that are morpho-syntactically or semantically delimited. Yet languages
may differ in the alignment of prosodic phrases to morpho-syntactic units, in the size
of prosodic phrases and the number of phrase level distinctions, or in the phonological
features used to demarcate the edges of prosodic phrases (Jun, 2005, 2014; Selkirk, 2011).
Similar variation is observed in the role of prosodic prominence in encoding focus. Some
languages mark focus with prominence, while other languages do not, or use prominence
in conjunction with syntactic devices for the expression of focus (Féry, 2013).
Understanding the characteristics and linguistic functions of prosody in a given language
requires an analysis that relates prosody in production and perception. An understanding of prosody in production involves knowing how the acoustic correlates of prosody
(e.g., measures of F0, intensity, duration, and spectral balance) pattern in relation to
morpho-syntactic structure, semantic focus, and information status. Additionally, it is
necessary to know how listeners perceive prosody as a function of the acoustic cues, and
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how perceived prosody influences the comprehension of word, sentence, and discourse
meaning. Prosodic annotation is one of the tools of prosodic analysis that is useful in this
regard. A prosodic annotation represents a subjective interpretation of the prosodic substance of an utterance, typically that of a trained annotator, that transduces the acoustic
speech signal onto a symbolic representation in terms of a small set of prosodic features.
While prosodic data from other experimental methods are also used in prosody research, a
distinct advantage of prosodic annotation is that it can in principle be used with any kind
of speech data, to assess the full spectrum of prosody expressed in speech as it is produced
in natural contexts of linguistic communication.
Prosody researchers have long relied on prosodic annotation to represent the cognitive,
phonological specification that mediates the phonetic realization of prosody (e.g., in timevarying patterns of F0, intensity, duration, spectral balance, and other acoustic quantities) and the linguistic meaning associated with that phonetic expression (see reviews in
Wagner & Watson, 2010; Cole, 2015). Approaches to prosodic annotation vary, and the
methods and best practices are still very much in development (D’Imperio et al., 2016), but
all annotation systems include a set of features that mark prosodic prominence and a set
of features marking prosodic phrase boundaries—properties of hierarchical phonological
phrase structure (see Ladd, 2008 for details). The prosodic features that mark these structural properties are typically specified as tones. Prosodic annotation involves assigning a
tonally specified boundary feature to a word that is initial or final in the prosodic phrase,
and a tonal prominence feature (‘pitch accent’) to the word that is the head of a prosodic
phrase, with optional prominence features assigned to one or more words preceding the
head (details vary across languages—see Jun, 2005, 2014; Büring, 2016). Heads may be
located adjacent to a prosodic phrase edge, or in languages like English and German, in
other positions due to constraints relating prominence and semantic focus (Büring, 2016;
Chafe, 1987; Féry, 2011, 2013; Ladd, 2008; Selkirk, 1995; inter alia). Despite the fact that
prominence and boundary features are typically specified as tonal features, it is important to note their phonetic realization may involve acoustic correlates of stress other than
pitch (see Cole, 2015 for overview).
Grammatical constraints govern the prosodic structures that underlie the assignment of
prosodic prominence and boundary features, but depending on the language, these constraints may be probabilistic, giving speakers considerable flexibility in the specification
of prosodic structure. For example, in English a speaker has the option of marking only the
head of the prosodic phrase as prominent (e.g., Georgia sent Randolph a letter), or marking additional prominences on words preceding the nuclear prominence (e.g., Georgia sent
Randolph a letter). Similarly, an English speaker can choose to parse a sentence as a single
prosodic phrase with a boundary at the beginning and end of the sentence (e.g., [She
met Randolph at the library]), or as a series of smaller phrases contained within a larger
phrase, in which case there will be additional prosodic phrase boundaries internal to the
sentence (e.g., [[She met Randolph] [at the library]]). Evidence that speakers exercise
these options is found in several studies showing speaker variation in the prosodic structures and tonal features used in a given syntactic or discourse context and in the acoustic
expression of prosodic features (e.g., Peppé et al., 2000; Grabe, 2004; Cole et al., 2007;
Yoon, 2010; Cangemi et al., 2015).
Variation in prosodic patterning within and across speakers means that utterances with
similar syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic properties may be realized with a variety of
prosodic patterns, which can make the task of prosodic annotation difficult. The annotator
must decide which prosodic structures and tonal features best characterize the prosody of
an utterance on the basis of sometimes faint or ambiguous cues in the speech signal. Even
trained annotators, working independently, often disagree on the prosodic label assigned
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to individual words (Pitrelli et al., 1994; Syrdal & McGory, 2000; Yoon et al., 2004; Breen
et al., 2012). The inherent subjectivity of prosodic annotation raises a concern about the
reliability and the validity of any particular set of prosodic annotations.
Inter-annotator agreement is of key importance for establishing the reliability of an
annotation system, and also for any analysis that makes use of annotated features. Yet
agreement is a criterion that is costly to measure and to achieve. Annotators must undergo
substantial training, typically over a period of many weeks, after which their annotations
may be compared against other annotators. Prosodic annotation can be a very slow process, in large part due to the challenges mentioned above. For instance, annotation using
the ToBI system (Beckman & Ayers, 1997; Jun & Fletcher, 2014) is reported to take from
100–200 times the duration of the speech audio file to complete (Syrdal et al., 2001), a
number which is consistent with our experience as well. Reliability testing requires that a
minimum of two (and ideally, more) annotators work independently to annotate the same
speech materials. Thus, many dozens of hours of annotation effort are required to establish a minimum measure of reliability for an annotation system, before the system can be
employed for annotation of a specific dataset. Even after an initial demonstration that an
annotation scheme meets an established reliability criterion, the researcher must demonstrate that the annotation scheme is consistently and reliably employed in the annotation
of their dataset. One way to do this is to have two or more annotators work together to
assign prosodic features to some or all of the data, resolving disagreements through consensus or arbitration. Any such approach represents a substantial commitment of time and
money on the part of the researcher.
The focus on resolving inter-annotator disagreement in prosodic annotation belies the
important question of why annotators disagree, and whether there is any pattern to their
disagreement. Inter-annotator disagreement may arise due to differences in the mapping
from acoustic cues to prosodic features, reflecting individual differences in the perceptual
sensitivity to a cue, or in cue weighting. Yet another possibility is that annotators differ
in their sensitivity to contextual factors that predict the occurrence of a prosodic feature.
Such differences would be unsurprising in light of the noted variation in the prosodic
patterns produced by speakers, and the possibility that listeners may differ in their prior
exposure to those variable patterns. An annotation practice that resolves annotator differences fails to acknowledge the possibility that inter-annotator disagreement may reflect
genuine differences among listeners in the prosodic patterns they perceive for a given
utterance—differences that could have consequences for comprehension of sentence and
discourse meaning.
The present study examines individual differences in the perception of prosody through
the lens of prosodic annotation. Our primary goal is to explore the patterning of individual differences in prosodic annotation in relation to the presence of acoustic cues and
other properties of the linguistic context. A related goal is to explore annotation reliability among a larger group of annotators than is typically employed for research purposes.
We are further interested in discovering how prosodic annotation differs as a function of
annotator training (comparing trained vs. untrained annotators), time allowed for annotation, and depending on whether annotation is informed by visual inspection of the speech
waveform, spectrogram, and pitch track. For this we compare ‘expert’ ToBI annotations,
which are commonly used in prosody research, with annotations from ordinary listeners
using the Rapid Prosody Transcription (RPT) system, as described further below.
This study contributes to a growing interest in individual differences in the study of
prosody (e.g., Dilley & Heffner, 2013; Ladd et al., 2013; Cangemi et al., 2015; Bishop,
2017). We believe that knowledge about individual differences in prosody perception
is important for the use of prosodic annotation in linguistic research, since individual
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differences related to perception may be a source of inter-annotator disagreement. A
further motivation for this work is to understand the nature and extent of individual differences in the perception of prosody in spontaneous, conversational speech of the sort
we experience in everyday life. Ultimately, an understanding of individual differences in
the perception of prosody may aid in understanding differences in language processing,
comprehension, and communication style.
1.1 Exploring individual differences in prosody

A typical experimental setup is meant to mitigate or control for individual differences to
examine a treatment effect or group effect. Traditional statistical models treat participant
effects as ancillary to the fixed effects component of the model. The study presented below
inverts this traditional focus to explore patterns of individual differences in the set of
acoustic and contextual variables that inform prosodic ratings of words in conversational
speech. We examine prosodic ratings from a prosodic annotation task with untrained listeners, which are also compared with a consensus labeling from a pair of trained annotators using the ToBI system. The relationship between these prosodic ratings and predictor
variables is analyzed using regression models to explore patterns of inter-annotator agreement, and the relationships that hold between prosodic ratings and cues that are present
in the acoustic signal and in the broader linguistic context of the utterance.
This exploratory analysis is organized around four questions. The first three seek to
establish that there are systematic patterns of agreement and disagreement among annotators (trained and untrained) in the prosodic rating of words in our speech sample.
Questions 1–3 have been explored in our prior work (Cole et al., 2010a, b), but are examined again here with an expanded focus. Moreover, we must establish systematicities in
patterns of inter-annotator agreement for our present dataset to merit the further exploration of individual differences in those data, which is the focus of Question 4.
• [Q1] Are untrained annotators, lacking experience with the metalinguistic task of
annotation, able to rate the prosodic prominence and boundary status of a word
in a systematic fashion, as reflected in above-chance measures of inter-annotator
agreement? An extension of this question is whether prominences and boundaries
are rated with similar reliability, assessed again through inter-annotator agreement. This question is motivated by findings from our prior RPT study (Cole
et al., 2010a, b) showing higher agreement for boundary ratings compared with
prominence, which however is at odds with findings of a roughly equal level of
agreement for boundary and prominence ratings in prior studies with ToBI annotation (Breen et al., 2012). We also explore how the pattern of inter-annotator
agreement varies according to the number of annotators who are compared.
• [Q2] Are there more words for which annotators agree on the presence vs.
absence of prominence (or boundary) compared to words where they disagree,
or alternatively, are there roughly equal numbers of words at each possible level
of inter-annotator agreement? This amounts to a question about the distribution
of words in our dataset over the range of possible agreement values. Our interest
here is in probing the salience of a binary distinction for prominence, and similarly for boundary. If annotators perceive a clearly marked, binary distinction for
the presence/absence of prominence (or boundary) in the speech signal, then we
expect a majority of words to have high inter-annotator agreement. On the other
hand, if prominence (or boundary) distinctions are not clearly perceived due to
ambiguous or faint cues in the speech signal, we expect a lower overall rate of
agreement and many words with intermediate agreement values.
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• [Q3] What is the relationship between prosodic rating and the presence of
acoustic and contextual cues for the prosodic ratings from our pooled annotators?
We want to know if the same set of acoustic and contextual factors shown to cue
the perception of prosodic features in prior studies are also serving as prosodic
cues for the untrained annotators in our study, as representatives of a larger
population of listeners. We investigate the influence of acoustic and contextual
cues taken together, and their individual influence on prosodic rating.
• [Q4] Are there individual differences among annotators in which acoustic or
contextual factors serve as cues for prosodic rating, or in the weighting of those
cues? Here we investigate individual differences in perceptual processing as a
possible basis for inter-annotator disagreement in prosodic rating. If disagreement arises from differences in cue selection or cue weighting, we predict systematic patterns in individual differences. Specifically, we predict that individual
listeners may show a null effect for a given predictor, or a difference in the magnitude of the effect, compared to the overall pattern over the group of annotators,
but qualitative differences in the effect pattern of individual annotators are not
expected. We reason that individual differences should not fundamentally restructure the mapping from a phonological prosodic feature to its phonetic expression, or between a prosodic feature and a discourse meaning. An extension of this
question explores similarities among annotators in the patterning of individual
differences in cue selection and weighting.
Following the presentation of our Methods in Section 2, we present results from a prosodic annotation task in Section 3, which are discussed in Section 4 in relation to our four
exploratory questions. The paper ends with a brief conclusion and prospectus for future
work in Section 5.

2. Methods

2.1 Participants and materials

Perceptual ratings of prosodic boundaries and prominences were obtained from
32 students at the University of Illinois who self-reported as monolingual speakers of
American English with no deficits in hearing or reading.1 These participants2 produced
prosodic ratings of words in a sample of American English from the Buckeye Corpus
(Pitt et al., 2007). The speech sample consists of conversational speech excerpts from
the narrative (monologue) speech of 16 different speakers, with each speaker’s excerpt
presented in a separate audio file (duration range 13–24s; average 18s), for a total of 932
words over all excerpts (290s total; average 18.13s per speaker).
2.2 Prosodic transcription with rapid prosodic transcription and ToBI

The method of Rapid Prosodic Transcription (RPT) was used to elicit prosodic ratings
(i.e., annotations) of each word (Cole et al., 2010a; Cole et al., 2010b). Transcription tasks
were administered using a custom web-based presentation and annotation tool (LMEDS:
Mahrt, 2016). Participants listened to audio files presented through headphones while
seated at a computer monitor. The text for each audio file was modified to remove all
1

2

The prosodic annotation data reported in this paper are part of a larger study, in which prosodic annotations were additionally collected from remote annotators using the crowd-sourcing platform of Mechanical
Turk. See Cole et al. (2017) for a comparison of the annotations from the ‘lab’ study reported in this paper
and crowd-sourced annotations from annotators in the US and India.
The ‘participants’ in this study are our prosodic annotators. We favor the term ‘participant’ in the context of
a statistical model, and ‘annotator’ when matters related to prosody perception and annotation behavior.
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punctuation and capitalization as potential orthographic cues to prosodic phrasing. The
text was presented in the LMEDS browser window in 12-point black font, such that the
complete text transcript of the audio file could be viewed in one screen view. Participants were not shown any graphical display of the speech signal (F0 trace, waveform,
or spectrogram), nor did they receive any training or coaching on the acoustic encoding
of prosody. Participants rated prosodic boundaries and prominences in real time while
listening to the audio file, in two separate transcription tasks with the same audio files.
Participants were given the very brief instructions shown in (1) and (2), and were asked to
use the mouse to click words in the speech excerpt that they heard as preceding a boundary (task 1) or as prominent (task 2). We refer to the selection of a word via mouse click
as ‘marking,’ a term that is used synonymously with prosodic ‘rating’ in this paper.
1) Instructions for boundary marking: “Speakers break up utterances into chunks
that group words in a way that helps the listener interpret the utterance.
You will mark locations where you hear a boundary between two chunks of
speech. Note that chunks can vary in size, and boundaries do not necessarily correspond to locations where you would place a comma, period, or other
punctuation mark, so you must really listen and mark the boundary where
you hear a juncture between chunks.”
2) Instructions for prominence marking: “In normal speech, speakers pronounce
some word or words in a sentence with more prominence than others. The
prominent words are in a sense highlighted for the listener, and stand out
from other non-prominent words. Your task is to mark words that you hear as
prominent in this way.”
A vertical bar marking the prosodic juncture appeared following each word selected in
the first task as preceding a boundary, and these junctures remained visible throughout
the second task (Figure 1). Words selected as prominent in the second task immediately
appeared in red font.3 Participants were required to listen to an excerpt twice in each task,
and they could modify their selection of a word for boundary or prominence marking by
repeat selection of the word with the mouse click (where each selection toggled the prosodic

Figure 1: Example of LMEDS screen view in the prominence annotation task that followed
boundary annotation of the same excerpt. See text for details.
3

The sequencing of boundary marking followed by prominence marking was adopted on the basis of trial
runs showing that initial chunking of the speech helps constrains the listener’s focus for the more challenging task of prominence marking. Comparison of RPT performed with both sequences shows no significant
differences in the overall patterning of results.
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marking on or off), as many times as they wanted, but without being able to stop or restart
playback of the audio file. Participants were given one practice item, and no feedback on
their annotations.
On completion of the annotation task every word in the speech sample was coded with a
“0” or “1” value for prominence, and with a “0” or “1” value for the presence of a following boundary (i.e., coding a word as final or non-final in a perceived chunk). This coding
was performed for each individual participant, resulting in a total of 32 prominence ratings and 32 boundary ratings for each word in the dataset.
An independent consensus prosodic annotation was carried out by 2 trained ToBI
labelers (including the second author) using the full inventory of ToBI tone labels for
pitch accents, phrase accents, boundary tones, and break indices (Veilleux et al., 2006).
The ToBI annotations were performed in the conventional fashion, based on auditory
impression together with visual inspection of the speech display (in Praat), and with
annotators exercising full control over audio playback and display settings such as zoom,
and formant and intensity contour overlays.
2.3 Predictors
2.3.1 Selection of factors analyzed and predicted effects on prosodic ratings

We examine a set of factors that predict variation in prosodic annotation for the content word subset of the annotated dataset. Closed-class function words (e.g., determiners,
prepositions, conjunctions) were almost never rated as prominent nor as followed by a
prosodic boundary in this corpus, so the part of speech labels alone predict the prosodic
status of function words with high accuracy.4 Removing function words from the corpus
leaves a subset of 477 content words, which as a class are more variable in their prosodic
status. The content word subset is used for the regression analyses presented below.
Seven factors were examined as predictors of prosodic rating, as listed in Table 1. Four
‘acoustic factors’ were chosen based on prior studies showing that phone duration (as
just one among several temporal measures of local speech rate), between-word pause
duration, intensity, and F0 are signal correlates of prosodic prominence and prosodic
phrase boundaries in American English.5 Predicted effects of acoustic factors are as follows. Prominence marking is predicted for words that exhibit a local peak in rate-adjusted
phone duration, intensity, and F0. Boundary marking is predicted for words with lengthened phone duration, words followed by longer pauses, and words with lower intensity.6
Measurement methods for all predictors are discussed below.
Part of speech and Word Frequency were chosen as ‘contextual (i.e., top-down) factors’
on the basis of which a listener may expect to encounter a prosodic boundary or a prominent word due to grammatical rules or constraints that govern prosodic phrase structure
and the distribution of prosodic features associated with those structures. Prominence
marking is expected for words that introduce new information to the discourse (Halliday,
1967; Ladd, 1980, 2008; see Baumann & Reister, 2012 for an overview), so we predict
that less predictable words, e.g., words with low unigram frequency, are more likely
4

5

6

Function words are not considered in the present analysis, though we acknowledge that the assignment of
corrective or contrastive focus to a function word (an infrequent event) may result in the association of the
function word with prominence.
For acoustic correlates of boundaries see Lehiste (1973); Wightman et al. (1992); Kraljic and Brennan
(2005); Kim et al. (2006). Acoustic correlates of prominence are reported in Sluijter and van Heuven
(1996); Kochanski et al. (2005); Wang and Narayanan (2007); and acoustic correlates of information status
or focus (understood here as determinants of prominence) are reported in Xu and Xu (2005); Breen et al.
(2010); and Katz and Selkirk (2011). For recent overviews see Wagner and Watson (2010); Cole (2015).
F0 correlates of boundary are also expected, but may include both rising, falling, and plateau contours,
which combined would cancel one another in statistical analysis. Further analysis of F0 correlates of both
prominence and boundary is planned using contour stylization and clustering of contour shapes, following
Reichel (2014).

Table 1: Predictors of prosody ratings used in regression models. All predictors are measured at
the word level, for each content word in the speech corpus.
Predictor

How measured

Expected effects on prosodic rating
(details in Section 2.3.1)

Local intensity

RMS intensity of primary stressed vowel,

High intensity expected to increase

(RMS)

z-transformed in window of 5 primary

prominence rating; low intensity

stressed syllables centered on target

expected to increase boundary rating.

syllable.
Local Max F0 (Hz)

The maximum of the log-F0 in the pri-

High local max F0 expected to

mary stressed vowel, measured using

increase prominence rating; no uni-

autocorrelation with floor of 70 Hz

form effect of F0 on boundary rating is

and ceiling of 250 Hz, z-transformed in

expected.

window of 5 primary stressed syllables
centered on target syllable.
Word Frequency

Log (unigram) frequency of word based

Low word frequency expected to

on its occurrence in the Switchboard

increase prominence rating; no pre-

corpus.

dicted effect on boundary rating.

Word Phone-rate

A local rate-dependent measure of word

Low phone-rate expected to increase

(phones/second)

duration that takes into account the

prominence and boundary rating.

number of phones in the word. Low values indicate slowed local tempo.
Post-word Pause

An interval of (near-)zero energy follow-

Duration (s)

ing the word. Not measured for turn-final boundary rating; no expected effect

Longer pause predicts increased

words.

on prominence.

Part of Speech

Manually annotated for 15 POS labels;

No predicted effect on prominence;

(POS)

results reported for N, Adj, Adv, and Vb.

increased boundary rating weakly
expected for verbs, predicate adjectives, nouns and adverbs.

Boundary Marked

Codes an annotator’s rating of boundary

A word that is rated as pre-boundary

(yes/no)

in relation to his/her rating of promi-

is more likely to be rated as prominent

nence for the target word. Only used in

than a word that is not pre-boundary.

prominence model.

to be marked as prominent than words that are more predictable, e.g., those with high
unigram frequency (Pan & McKeown, 1999; Calhoun, 2010). Furthermore, words that are
typically used to introduce new referents into the discourse (e.g., adjectives and nouns)
are more likely to be marked as prominent than words that are less likely to introduce
new referents, such as verbs and function words (Hirschberg, 1993; Chen & HasegawaJohnson, 2004). Certain lexical items frequently occur with prominence, e.g., adverbs
used as intensifiers (extremely, incredibly), or adjectives used in emphatic descriptions
(ecstatic, astonishing), and the frequent occurrence of such words in the corpus could boost
the prominence profile of the entire adverb or adjective category. Effects on prominence
rating due to intensifiers or emphatic adjectives may be reflected in the part of speech
effects reported here, but they are not further investigated. Boundary marking is expected
to be only weakly influenced by Part of Speech. Syntactic phrase structure rules determine
which part of speech classes can occur in the initial or final position of syntactic constituents, so to the extent that prosodic phrases align with major syntactic constituents,
we can derive predictions about the position of words in prosodic phrases. The strongest
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prediction concerning Part of Speech is that function words are less likely than content
words to be in the final position in a prosodic phrase, but among content words, which
are our sole focus of analysis, we have no strong prediction. In phrase-final position we
expect to find verbs (for intransitive sentences), predicate adjectives, nouns (for transitive
sentences), and post-verbal adverbs. All of these categories are also licensed in a variety
of non-final positions, weakening the predictive power of Part of Speech for boundary
marking. We are not aware of any basis for predicting that Word Frequency plays a role
in boundary marking.
For prominence marking we also consider boundary marking of the same word as a
predictor. We expect a relationship between prominence and boundary rating due to the
patterning of nuclear prominence in English. In English utterances with no marked focus
(i.e., in sentences with broad focus), the rightmost content word in a prosodic phrase is
marked with an obligatory prominence-lending pitch accent.7 In many sentences the word
with nuclear prominence is also the final word in the prosodic phrase, resulting in the
expected co-occurrence of prominence and boundary marking on the same word.
It’s important to note that we do not maintain that the seven predictors of prominence
and boundary rating examined here are the only factors to influence prosody perception in American English, nor that they are a sufficient subset to model listener response
patterns. A comprehensive study of prosody perception would need to examine other
acoustic measures, such as sub-band frequency (Sluijter & van Heuven, 1996), measures
of F0 contours (Möhler & Conkie, 1998; Reichel, 2014), and measures of irregular pitch
periods (Redi & Shattuck-Hufnagel, 2001), along with features related to syntactic phrase
structure (Speer et al., 2011), ‘accentability’ (Calhoun, 2010), and the referential status of
expressions (Ito & Speer, 2008; Baumann & Reister, 2012). Nonetheless, though the predictors examined here are clearly not exhaustive, they do define an informative subspace
to begin exploring individual differences in the perception of prosody.
2.3.2 Measurement and labeling methods for selected predictors

Acoustic measures of duration, F0, and intensity were extracted in regions defined by the
phone and word alignments distributed with the Buckeye corpus, as follows. The effects
of prosody on measures of acoustic duration are captured here using Pfitzinger’s (1998)
measure of local phone rate, which tracks local changes in tempo that result in lengthening or shortening of a phone.8 Unlike an absolute measure of word duration, the phonerate measure is robust to differences in speaking rate across speakers and utterances, and
to the phonological length of the word. We have also confirmed that the local phone-rate
measure is independent of Word Frequency, which is not true for an absolute measure
of word duration. Although the phone-rate measure can be used to calculate a localrate-dependent measure of word duration, we use the simpler phone-rate measure as the
‘Duration’ predictor in the regression analyses presented below. The reader should bear
in mind that the expected effect of prosody on local phone-rate is opposite of its effect
on absolute word duration: An increase in local phone-rate yields a decrease in word
duration (faster tempo leads to shorter words), while a decrease in phone-rate yields an
increase in word duration (slower tempo leads to longer words).
7

8

More specifically, nuclear prominence is assigned to the rightmost content word in the rightmost argument
following the verb in transitive sentences. In intransitive sentences the nuclear prominence does not as
consistently occur in final position, with the nucleus assigned either to the subject or the verb, depending
on semantic conditions (Gussenhoven, 1984; Ladd, 2008, pp. 223–251).
Pfitzinger’s (1998) algorithm creates a phonerate curve over the entire utterance (in 500 ms windows with
time step of 10 ms.). The mean and variance of these values across the utterance are used to normalize the
measure of word phonerate, calculated by dividing the number of phones in a word by the word’s duration
and then z-transforming that value using using the phonerate mean and SD.
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The duration of silent pause following the target word was measured for all words
except the final word in a speaker’s turn, based on a criterion of energy at or near zero.
This pause duration measure is labeled ‘Post-pause Duration.’ We note that the pause
duration measure may include the silent closure interval of a voiceless stop at the end of
the target word, or a similar voiceless closure interval at the beginning of the following
word. It is not possible to distinguish silent stop-closure intervals from silent pause (with
no corresponding articulatory closure) based only on acoustic evidence.
Intensity was calculated as the RMS intensity of the vowel that bears primary lexical
stress (based on dictionary specification). F0 was extracted from Praat’s autocorrelation
method with floor and ceiling set to 70 Hz and 250 Hz, respectively, for speech samples
from male speakers, and 100 Hz and 300 Hz, respectively, for female speakers, following
Vogel et al. (2009). Manual testing of parameter settings for a subset of our speech sample
confirmed that these floor and ceiling values minimized halving and doubling errors in
the F0 estimation, while also capturing most if not all of the F0 maxima and minima in
vowel regions in the speech sample. Max F0 was calculated from the extracted F0 values
as the maximum of the log-transformed F0 in the interval of the vowel bearing the primary lexical stress. The intensity and F0 values were locally normalized using a z transform in a window of five stressed syllables centered on the target syllable, which gives
measures of the difference in F0 peak and overall intensity of the target word’s stressed
syllable relative to the stressed syllables in its nearby left and right context.
Words were manually annotated with their part of speech from a set of 15 part of speech
labels. Results are reported here only for the content words, comprising nouns (132 word
tokens in the corpus), adjectives (59 words), adverbs (92 words), and verbs (194 words).
Function word categories and their counts are presented in Appendix B.
Word Frequency was calculated as the log frequency of each word as it occurs in
the Switchboard corpus of telephone conversation speech (Godfrey et al., 1992). The
Switchboard corpus is similar to the Buckeye corpus in speech genre (spontaneous, conversational speech between unfamiliar partners), but Switchboard is a much larger corpus
with approximately 240 hours of speech from over 500 speakers, and therefore provides
a more robust estimate of Word Frequency in the spoken language.9
The seven predictor variables listed in Table 1 were used in each of the statistical analyses reported below.
2.4 Statistical Methods

As a preliminary to the analysis of individual differences in prosody perception, we establish the degree of inter-annotator agreement in the prosodic rating of words presented in
the RPT tasks. The overall level of agreement among the 32 untrained annotators across
all annotated materials is calculated using Fleiss’s kappa from the irr library in R (Gamer
et al., 2014). Fleiss’s kappa statistic measures the observed agreement in relation to the
expected level of agreement by controlling for the overall frequency of each label (here,
0 or 1 for each of prominence and boundary). A Fleiss’ kappa statistic value of 1 indicates
perfect agreement and values at or below 0 indicate chance agreement or disagreement.
Our primary interest in this study is stated in research question 4 (Q4, from Section 1),
concerning differences among individual listeners in the factors that influence their
9

Measures of word frequency may vary somewhat across corpora, reflecting different patterns of language
usage in relation to dialect, genre and social factors. For words from the Buckeye subset studied here, we
have compared word frequency values based on the entire Buckeye corpus (approximately 20 hours of
speech), and based on the Switchboard corpus (approximately 240 hours). Spearman’s correlation coefficient for these two frequency measures of our data is R = 0. 89, which supports the use of Switchboard as
the reference dataset for our frequency analysis.
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perception of prosodic boundaries and prominences. For example, do some listeners attend
more to F0 cues, while others attend more to temporal cues, or intensity? Or, do listeners
vary in the relative weighting of acoustic cues vs. contextual factors? These questions are
explored through regression analyses testing the contribution of each predictor variable
to prosodic marking. All continuous predictors are normed by scale() in R, transforming
them to z-scores. There are two motivations for doing this: First, it helps the computational algorithms converge if the data is scaled; second, and more importantly, in logistic
regression (and GAMM extensions) it allows for direct comparison of all effects in terms
of a standard deviation change in the predictor and that predictor’s estimated effect in the
likelihood of the response (here, prosodic marking). We use a generalized additive mixed
effects model (GAMM) (Wood, 2006, 2011) in order to assess these questions, with a random intercept for (lexical) word and random smooths for each predictor, by participant.
GAMMs allow us to simultaneously account for non-linearity in the predictor’s effect on
the dependent variable (here, binary prosodic marking) and account for the non-linear
deviations of participants from that overall effect. Random intercepts and slopes are fairly
common in regression methods used in linguistics (Baayen et al., 2008; Gries, 2015 inter
alia), 10 but random smooths are not as common. The motivation for a random smooth is
similar to random intercepts and slopes, except that with a random smooth, a researcher
is accounting for the difference in each participant’s effect for a fixed effect in a non-linear
manner. A further benefit of the GAMM is that we can test for the significance of both our
main effects and the random smooths (or the estimated differences for each participant).
A GAMM also provides the percentage of deviance explained, which is a generalized
measure of R2 for non-normal response data (Wood, 2006, p. 84), and a useful measure
for determining how much the prosodic ratings are explained by the information in the
predictors.11
We think GAMMs are well suited for modeling prosodic annotation due to likely sources
of nonlinearities in the association between predictor variables and prosodic feature assignment. First, there may be gradation in the degree of prominence for a given word that is
related to the specific type of information status or focus of the word, or similarly, gradations in the degree of prosodic juncture for a word related to its specific syntactic context.
Such distinctions provide a source of possible non-linearities in the association between
In fact, our original analysis of this data included a generalized linear mixed effects model: However, a
model with participant slopes failed to converge for the data forcing us to consider non-linearity in the data
(via GAMMs) as a cause.
11
Alongside the benefit of modeling non-linear random effects of individual participants, we must acknowledge
some potential drawbacks of GAMMs. First is the difficulty in the inclusion of interactions of smoothed
predictors and their interpretation in a non-linear space. Further, the analogue of collinearity in these
models, concurvity, is one that is difficult to describe, let alone assess. As Ramsay et al. (2000) note, the
mathematical formalism underlying concurvity is not intuitive for researchers. A good intuitive definition
comes from Wood’s function help page in mgcv library for the concurvity function: “Concurvity occurs
when some smooth term in a model could be approximated by one or more of the other smooth terms in
the model.” Concurvity can be measured between pairs of predictors by the mgcv library and the measure
it produces varies between 0, no concurvity, to 1, high concurvity. Another potential drawback of GAMMs
is more general and related to the use of statistical models in a Null Hypothesis Significance Testing (NHST)
framework where the purpose of the statistical analysis is to access the likelihood of a non-zero (in most
cases) or more extreme effect estimate under the assumption there is no effect. With GAMMs, the alternative hypothesis (i.e., the hypothesis being tested) is not just an increase or decrease of our dependent variable with respect to a variable of interest, but a wide range of possible functions. It is difficult to frame a
specific hypothesis for a smooth function: The null hypothesis (that there is no change in y with respect to x)
is held against the alternative hypothesis that there is a change in y with respect to x, while allowing that
the change may or may not flip direction and magnitude and there may even be statistical overlap with the
null effect across the full range of x. While confronting non-linear effects in the data is an important feature
of GAMMs, the problems of overfitting the data, concurvity between predictors and not being able assess
confirmatory hypotheses in the same way should be taken into account when building a model by building
higher order interaction terms into the model if possible.
10
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acoustic cues and prominence or boundary label for a given word. Second, a continuous
predictor variable (including all the acoustic measures) may have a multi-modal distribution over its range, which could be another source of non-linearity in the association of
the predictor with prosodic marking. For example, we examine a word’s maximum F0
value as a predictor of its perceived prominence (through pitch accenting) and also as a
predictor of boundary marking tones. But the maximum F0 of a word is itself dependent
on many factors, such as the position of the word in the prosodic phrase (determining the
effect of declination), the loudness of the phrase, and the height of the vowel in which F0
is measured. With these known influences on F0, it is difficult to a priori predict linearity in the effect of F0 on prosodic marking. Finally, even if we set aside the question of
whether the predictors have an overall linear relationship with the probability of prosodic
marking, there is no evidence from prior research that individual differences in the effects
of a predictor (relative to the overall effect) are linear, nor is there any basis for predicting
linear effects of individual differences over the range of each predictor (i.e., the ability to
be captured in a random slope rather than a random smooth, as discussed below).
Figure 2 represents the visualization of simulated data fit with a linear mixed
effects model with a random slope and intercept for a predictor, x1 (in R syntax:
lme1 = lmer(y ~ x1 + (1 + x1|subject), data = newDat)). This model allows for subject
variation with respect to the intercept and slope for a variable as seen in the fitted line (in
blue) for each subject.
In Figure 3, we have an example of random smooths by a predictor, x1, for subject (in
R syntax: gam1 = gam(y ~ s(x1) + s(Subject, x1, bs =“fs”, m = 1), data = newDat)). A
regular generalized additive model allows for a non-linear relationship between y and x1.
A random smooth is an extension of random slopes and intercepts seen in Figure 2 and is
meant to account for non-linear deviations from the overall fit by subject.
In the two GAMMs presented below, a random smooth for participant of each fixed
effect is included in the model. These random smooths will allow us to explore both
overall cues used in the selection of prosodic marking and individual differences in the
relationship between the cues and prosodic marking. GAMM results below are displayed
with visualizations produced using the visreg library in R (Breheny & Burchett, 2017).

Figure 2: Example of random slopes and intercepts for subjects.
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Figure 3: Example of random smooths for subjects.

3. Results

Below we present results from the analysis of boundary and prominence ratings from 32
annotators and 1 ToBI annotation. The ToBI annotation counts 276 accented words from
the total speech sample of 931 words (including function words, this is 42.1% of the
total) and 179 words marked for boundary features (19.4% of total). This yields an average ratio of 1.5 prominences for every boundary rating. In the ratings from 32 untrained
annotators over just the 477 content words, there are a maximum of 15264 possible
boundary marks and the same number of possible prominence marks (with every word
marked by every annotator). Against this maximum, the observed number of boundary
marks is 2198 (14.4%) and the observed number of prominence marks is 3979 (26.1%).
This gives an average ratio of approximately 2 prominences per interval demarcated by
prosodic boundaries.
3.1 Inter-annotator agreement

In order to assess overall agreement of the 32 untrained annotators across the annotations, we calculated multi-rater agreement rates using Fleiss’s kappa from the irr library
in R (Gamer et al., 2012). Fleiss’s kappa statistic takes values that range from 0 to 1, with
zero for the minimal level of agreement and 1 for perfect agreement. The annotators have
a kappa of .52 and .28 for boundary and prominence marking, respectively. This indicates
a high-moderate and low-moderate level of agreement between annotators for boundary
and prominence marking, respectively, but whether or not the annotators are using the
same cues even when they agree on an annotation has to be further explored.
3.2 Distribution of prosodic scores by predictors

This section reports on the relationship between the distributions of acoustic and contextual cues, and prosodic ratings. Figures 4 and 5 display plots showing the relationship
between the distribution of predictor variables and RPT ratings for boundary and prominence, presented as the average rating over the group of 32 annotators. Specifically, for
every content word in the database, the b-score (boundary) and p-score (prominence)
are calculated by the proportion of annotators that identified that word as preceding a
boundary or as prominent. In Figure 4, the acoustic predictors are plotted by the b-scores
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Figure 4: Distributions of average boundary (left) and prominence (right) ratings across range
of each continuous-valued predictor variable. Average boundary and prominence ratings are
plotted on the y-axes, with range [0, 1], based on the ratings of all annotators for all words.
The x-axes show the range of observed values (z-normalized for Intensity and max F0) for each
continuous predictor.

Figure 5: Violin plots for prosodic scores and Part of Speech. This shows the density of the data
in each part-of-speech category across the average boundary (left) and prominence (right)
ratings (the b-score and p-score).

and p-scores with a trend line (in black). Figure 5 presents violin plots showing the distribution of p-scores and b-scores for each POS category. These plots show several properties
of the data. First, the plots reveal the b-score and p-score distributions as skewed towards
zero values, indicating that many words are rated consistently among listeners as not
being prominent, and as not being followed by a prosodic boundary. Conversely, there are
relatively few words that listeners agree are prominent or preceding a boundary—data
are sparser at the high end of the y-axis on these plots. Second, with the exception of Postpause Duration and b-scores, the predictor variables each show substantial spread over a
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wide range of p-scores and b-scores. This is clearly not the kind of bimodal distribution
we would expect if, for example, the prominent/non-prominent distinction was conveyed
through the patterning of individual cues (and similarly for the boundary/non-boundary
distinction). A more strongly bimodal distribution of p-scores and b-scores across the range
of values for an individual predictor cue would be consistent with higher levels of interannotator agreement in prominence and boundary rating, but as shown in section 3.1,
inter-annotator agreement is moderate for our data. Indeed, based on these plots we
do not expect any single factor to emerge as a sufficient cue to prosody on its own, and
we further expect that individual annotators may differ in where they locate a category
split between boundary/non-boundary (or prominent/non-prominent) along the continua
defined by these predictors.
3.3 Annotator group size

The GAMM results reveal a lot of noise in the relationship between each predictor variable and the prosodic ratings. This raises the question of how many annotations need to
be collected for the signal to overcome the noise. This is an important question for the
researcher looking to use RPT as a means to obtain prosodic annotations for a speech database. It’s also a question of interest for the understanding of the extent of individual differences in the overall population. We chose the technique of bootstrapping (resampling)
the different size groups of annotators (from 2 to 31) to test the sampling error around
our kappa (Fleiss’s kappa) for the marking of boundary and prominence. Bootstrapping
resamples the data and a statistic of interest in order to estimate the sampling error, the
amount of noise due to random sampling, in a statistic of interest for a given data set.
Chihara and Hesterberg (2012) provide an introduction to such techniques for statistical
analysis. We bootstrap (see Appendix C for R-code) 10,000 samples in order to assess
how much sampling error12 there is in our data depending on how many annotators were
included in the analysis. This provides an initial analysis of how many annotators we
would need to include in the analysis to reasonably expect results within .10 of the true
population kappa if we ran another experiment on the same population. Because we are
bootstrapping the kappa statistic for 10,000 simulations of n = 2 annotators, n = 3 annotators, etc., the average kappa for each n is going to be the overall kappa of the data set.
Bootstrapping does not provide a better estimate of kappa than calculating kappa for the
overall population. It does provide a way to access the sampling error across different ns
for the data that can be generalizable to other experimental designs of prosodic marking.
In Figure 6, the estimate of the sampling error for each group size of annotators indicates that somewhere around 7 annotators yields an estimated sampling error of .05 and
somewhere around 10 annotators would be needed to get below an estimated sampling
error of .05. The .05 sampling error used is where a researcher could expect for the
data sampled and the kappa statistic of interest, that 96% of the new samples would
be within .10 (plus or minus two times the sample error) of the kappa from the sample
size of 32. One may wonder why more annotators are necessary to reach the stated criterion for boundary marking than for prominence marking. This demonstrates a benefit
of bootstrapping: It indicates that there is more noise in the kappa statistic for boundary
marking than prominence marking. While the overall agreement is higher for boundary
marking than prominence marking, the kappa statistic is noisier for boundary marking
in the data.
12

Assessing questions of fixed sample size and kappa sampling error require bootstrapping. The central limit
theorem cannot be applied here since we are looking at fixed n (and not as n goes to infinity). Further, it
is not known if the kappa statistic for what we are measuring is actually normally distributed or converges
much more slowly to normality (see Hesterberg, 2008 for the importance of this distinction).
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Figure 6: The estimate of sampling error for each # of annotators.

3.4 Generalized additive mixed models (GAMMs): Overall effects

GAMMs are used to extract from the data information about each of the cues and the differences in the contribution of each cue as a predictor of individual annotators’ marking
of prosodic features. Results for the full model are presented first, combining all predictors with subject and word as random factors, with data from all participants. Following
that we present visualizations of the results from the same model showing the effects
of individual predictors, and finally, visualizations of results for individual participants,
again from the same full model.
3.4.1 Results from full model

Table 2 and Table 3 display the parametric and non-parametric tests for each of our
predictors in the model (Wood, 2006, 2011)13 for boundary and prominence marking. For
boundary marking, the predictors and random smooths account for 64% of the deviance
in the model. For prominence marking, the percentage of deviance explained is substantially less, at 37%. The only component that fails to obtain statistical significance is the
random smooth for Part of Speech by subject, indicating that there is a shared effect of
Part of Speech on boundary marking that does not differ by subject.14
3.4.2 Effects of individual predictors over all participants

The GAMM results indicate that the predictors have a non-null contribution to prosodic
marking considering data from all annotators. In order to understand the nature of each
effect, visualizations are presented below of model estimates for the probability of prosodic marking across the range of values for each predictor, as reported in Table 2.
In each of these visualizations of GAMM estimates, the y-axis represents the estimated
probability of the prosodic feature and the x-axis represents the range of values for the
For categorical predictors (i.e., Part of Speech and Boundary Marking), parametric tests of significance can
be used. For the smooths produced by the GAMM, only non-parametric tests are available. The results are
separated into two tables for presentation purposes only—they come from the single GAMM of each type of
prosodic marking represented in Appendix A.
14
When we examine the estimated concurvity for the models, all pairwise results for the main effects are less
than .5. There were a few instances of the possibility of higher order interaction with estimated concurvity
between .7–.8, but only between different subject smooths. In order to remedy this, several higher order
subject smooths were fit to interactions of predictors as well as interactions of predictors without subject
terms, but none converged. All subject smooth terms were concurve with their associated main predictor,
but this is to be expected as the overall main effect and subject specific curves are related and is why m = 1
was chosen for the smooths to down-weight individual differences in favor of the overall effect.
13
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Table 2: Non-parametric test for smooth terms (fixed and random effects).
Boundary

Prominence

(Deviance Explained = 63%)

(Deviance Explained = 37%)

Effective Residual Chi.sq p-value

Term

DF15
s(word.phonerate)
s(log.f0.sv.max.norm)
s(int.sv.norm)
s(log.wordfreq.switchboard)
s(durpostpause)
s(word)
s(subject,word.phonerate)
s(subject,log.f0.sv.max.norm)
s(subject,int.sv.norm)
s(subject,log.wordfreq.switchboard)
s(subject,durpostpause)
s(subject,pos)
s(subject,boundarym)

Edf

Ref DF Chi.sq p-value

Effect DF

2.96
8.12
7.65
1.00
4.26
178.33
34.42
2.26
2.25
16.54
57.39
0.01

3.60
175.57
8.66
38.19
8.32
61.13
1.00
5.06
4.87 249.54
270 1253.24
287
55.34
287
2.45
287
2.45
287
21.63
287 184.71
124
0.01

<.001
<.001
<.001
0.02
<.001
<.001
<.001
<.001
<.001
0.004
<.001
0.39

5.13 6.09
78.52
7.35
8.12 128.90
6.86
7.71
22.73
1.00 1.00 40.88
5.74 6.45
16.39
225.75
270 1458.47
63.439
287 168.76
28.80
287 42.09
40.74
287
71.35
75.90
287 234.19
2.54
287
2.81
28.37
124
41.95
22.08 62.00 64.66

<.001
<.001
.003
<.001
.02
<.001
<.001
<.001
<.001
<.001
<.001
.001
<.001

Table 3: Parametric tests for categorical predictors.
Boundary
Term
(Intercept)
POS 1 [Adjective vs Noun]

Estimate Std. Error
–4.5389
1.2896

Prominence
z

p-value

Estimate Std. Error

z

p-value

0.3756 –12.085

<.0001

–0.56

0.21

–2.62

.01

0.3539

3.644

0.0003

–1.28

0.21

–6.18

<.0001

POS 2 [Adverb vs Noun]

1.3413

0.3526

3.804

0.0001

–1.01

0.18

–5.63

<.0001

POS 3 [Verb vs Noun]

0.2479

0.3839

0.646

0.5184

–1.23

0.19

–6.18

<.0001

0.47

0.12

3.92

.0001

Boundary Marked

given predictor in our data. The black line is the actual estimated probability of prosodic
marking, while the grey area represents the standard error around the estimate. Along the
x-axis, there are short black bars that represent the distribution of our data across each
predictor with the thickness representing the amount of data and white space where there
is no data.15
In all the visualizations, participant numbers are consistent, e.g., participant #21 in one
graph is the same as participant #21 in all other graphs. The ToBI annotation is shown in
all graphs as participant #33 and is included to allow comparison of trained and untrained
annotators in the same statistical model. Supplementing the visualizations shown below,
Appendix A presents visualizations for the complete set of predictors for both boundary
and prominence marking, by participant, and a visualization with estimates for all participants overlaid (in different colors). Appendix A also presents the R code (R Core Team,
2017) for our models and the visualizations.
Figure 7 presents the estimated probability of marking across the range of Intensity
values. The probability of boundary marking is greatest for the lowest Intensity values,
15

Effective Degrees of Freedom are the model df that are used for the smoothing functions. They represent a
function of non-linearity as 1.0 indicates a linear relationship between the DV and s(IV) and further than
1.0 indicates non-linearity. This measure is described in Wood (2006, pp. 170–171). The residual effective
DF are those degrees of freedom not used by the smooth function.
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with a general decrease in the likelihood of boundary marking as Intensity increases. The
effect of Intensity on prominence marking is more muted with some non-zero fluctuation
in the estimated probability of marking, but has no general increase or decrease.
The estimated effect of the locally normalized measure of Max F0 on prosodic marking
is shown in Figure 8. The probability of boundary marking (left panel) shows only slight
variation in relation to normalized Max F0, with a very small peak at high values. The

Figure 7: Estimated probability of prosodic marking (y-axis) across the range of normalized local
Intensity values (x-axis), for boundary marking (left panel) and prominence marking (right
panel). The black line shows the model estimated probability and the grey band shows the confidence interval around the estimate. The distribution of Intensity values in the data is shown
by the thickness of the short black bars along the x-axis, with white intervals at values where
there are no data. Intensity is measured in the stressed vowel as described in Section 2.3.

Figure 8: Estimated probability of prosodic marking (y-axis) across the range of normalized values of Max F0 (x-axis), for boundary marking (left panel) and prominence marking (right panel).
Plot details as in Figure 6. Max F0 measured in the stressed vowel as described in Section 2.3.
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probability of prominence marking (right panel) has a slightly stronger peak at a high
value of normalized Max F0. For both boundary and prominence, the effect of max F0 is
mildly non-linear.
The estimated effect of Word Frequency on the likelihood of prosodic marking is shown
in Figure 9. This effect, though significant, is very small for boundary marking (left
panel): Words with very low log frequency have a slightly greater probability of being
marked as preceding a boundary. The effect of Word Frequency for prominence marking
(right panel), however, is much greater, with a substantial increase in the likelihood of
prominence marking for low frequency words, and a general decrease in likelihood of
marking as Word Frequency increases.
Figure 10 shows the estimated effect of Word Phone-rate on prosodic marking. There
is a very dramatic decrease in the likelihood of boundary marking (left panel) as Word
Phone-rate increases—i.e., as speech tempo increases, producing shortened phone and
word durations. This effect is repeated, but much shallower, with prominence marking
(right panel).
Figure 11 shows the effects of the following pause duration (Post-pause Duration) on
prosodic marking of a word. As Post-pause Duration increases beyond a value of about
50 ms, there is a very large increase in the likelihood of boundary marking (left panel)
that peaks at a Post-pause Duration of about 600 ms. Very long pauses that exceed 600
ms are less frequent in our data, and show an unexpected decrease in the likelihood of
boundary marking in comparison to words with the peak pause duration of about 600 ms.
Data sparsity for high Post-pause duration makes it difficult to interpret the source of this
effect, but it’s possible that some very long pauses reflect hesitation disfluencies that the
listener does not interpret as a prosodic boundary. The right panel of Figure 10 shows
that the effect of Post-pause Duration on prominence marking, though significant, is much
smaller, with a slight peak in the likelihood of prominence marking for words that are
followed, again, by a pause of about 600 ms.
The estimated effects of Part of Speech category on prosodic marking is shown in
Figure 12. Part of Speech has a minimal effect on the probability of boundary marking

Figure 9: Estimated probability of prosodic marking (y-axis) across the range of log Word
Frequency values (x-axis), for boundary marking (left panel) and prominence marking (right
panel). Plot details as in Figure 6. Word Frequency calculated as described in Section 2.3.
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Figure 10: Estimated probability of prosodic marking (y-axis) across the range of Word Phonerate values (x-axis), for boundary marking (left panel) and prominence marking (right panel).
Plot details as in Figure 6. Word phone-rate calculated as described in Section 2.3.

Figure 11: Estimated probability of prosodic marking (y-axis) across the range of Post-pause duration values (x-axis), for boundary marking (left panel) and prominence marking (right panel).
Plot details as in Figure 6. Post-pause duration measures the duration of a silent pause following the target word, as described in Section 2.3.

(left panel); however, for prominence marking (right panel), there is a much greater
differentiation among Part of Speech categories, with nouns exhibiting a substantially
greater likelihood of prominence marking.
The estimated probability of prominence marking for tokens marked as boundaries
(=1) is presented in Figure 13. Words that an annotator marks as preceding a boundary
have a slightly greater likelihood of being marked by the same annotator as prominent.
3.4.3 Interim Summary

The overall effects of each predictor on the probabilities of boundary and prominence
marking are summarized in Table 4. Effects are described in terms of the values of the
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Figure 12: Estimated probability of prosodic marking (y-axis) by Part of Speech category (x-axis),
for boundary marking (left panel) and prominence marking (right panel).

Figure 13: Estimated probability of prominence marking for words not marked for boundary (left
bar) and those marked for boundary (right bar).

predictor variable that define a peak in the probability of boundary (or prominence)
marking—these are the values for which the predictor is potentially most effective as a
perceptual cue for boundary (or prominence). Effects are also described in terms of the
pattern of co-variation: Does the probability of boundary or prominence marking vary
proportionally, either positively or negatively, with changes in the predictor variable? If
so, over what range of predictor values? Effects that are unpredicted or that run counter
to prediction are in grey. A more detailed discussion of these results in light of the predicted effects is in Section 4.3.
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Table 4: Summary of Interim Results.
Predictor variable

Increase in Probability of Boundary

Increase in Probability of Prominence

Local Intensity

Peaks at lowest Intensity, and steeply

Small peaks at mid-low and average

diminishes as Intensity increases to

Intensity

Local Max F0

mid-low values
Two small peaks, at very low Max F0 and Peaks at near-highest Max F0, with mild
very high Max F0

growth as Max F0 increases from average
values (z = 0); secondary peak at very low

Word Frequency

Word Phone-rate

Peaks at lowest Word Frequency, and

Max F0
Peaks at lowest Word Frequency, and very

mildly diminishes as Word Frequency

steeply diminishes as Word Frequency

increases
increases
Peak at lowest Phone-rate, and steeply Peaks at lowest Phone-rate, and
diminishes as Phone-rate increases up

to approximately median value
Post-pause Duration Peak at near-highest Post-pause
duration, with strong growth trend

moderately diminishes as Phone-rate
increases over most of its range
Very mild peak for values in small interval
at the high end of predictor range

over almost entire range of Post-pause
Part of Speech

Duration
Very minimal effects, with slight

Substantial increase for Nouns, and slight

increase for Adjectives, Adverbs and

increase for Adverbs

Verbs

Considering the numeric effect of each predictor in increasing the probability of boundary and prominence marking, we can identify the strongest predictors for each prosodic
feature marked by our participants. The predictors with the strongest effect on boundary marking are Post-pause Duration, and Word Phone-rate, in that order. The predictor
with the strongest effect on prominence marking is Word Frequency, followed by Part of
Speech (Noun), and Word Phone-rate, in that order. The effects of the strongest predictors
for boundary (Post-pause Duration and Word Phone-rate) are substantially greater than
effects of the strongest predictor of prominence (Word Frequency), and dwarf the rest of
the small though significant effects.
3.5 Individual differences

In this section, we explore the patterns by which each participant deviates from the overall pattern of effects presented in the previous section. The individual differences analysis is performed based on the GAMM visualizations for the random effects of individual
participants. These graphs are structured identically as the GAMM visualization graphs
presented above. Critically, the effects for all predictor variables are displayed on the
same scale on the y-axis (probability of boundary/prominence marking), to facilitate easy
visual comparison across graphs. We illustrate the analysis with a complete set of plots
for the main effects of Intensity by participant. The full set of graphs for all predictor variables is presented in Appendix A, and is summarized in Section 4.4 in an analysis of how
annotators can be grouped on the basis of their individual pattern of effects.
In Figures 14 and 15, each participant’s estimated effect across Intensity is presented
for prosodic marking. For the marking of boundary (Figure 14), many of the participants
show a flat, near-zero effect of Intensity. Only a subset of participants seems sensitive to
Intensity as a cue for boundary marking, with an effect pattern that resembles the overall
effect of Intensity shown above in Figure 6 (left panel), where boundary marking has a
mild peak for words with the lowest Intensity values, and falls sharply as Intensity rises
to mid-low values. Among the participants who show the greatest sensitivity to Intensity
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Figure 14: The estimated effect of Intensity by Participant for Boundary Selection Estimated
probability of boundary marking (y-axis) across the range of Intensity values (x-axis), for each
participant. Plot details as in Figure 6. Participant ID is shown above each plot. Participants
1–32 are untrained annotators, while participant 33 represents the consensus ToBI labeling.

Figure 15: Estimated probability of prominence marking (y-axis) across the range of Intensity values (x-axis), for each participant. Plot details as in Figure 6. Participant ID is shown above each
plot. Participants 1–32 are untrained annotators, while participant 33 represents the consensus
ToBI labeling.
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as a cue to boundary marking is participant #33, representing the expert annotation from
the trained ToBI annotators. This finding, where the ToBI annotation is among the few
participants showing the strongest effect of a predictor, is repeated in many of the visualizations in Appendix A as well, and is discussed further in Section 4.4.
A similar differentiation of individual sensitivities to this cue is seen in the marking of
prosodic prominence across the participants (Figure 15). While many participants show
a flat, near-zero effect, some show an effect pattern that resembles the overall effect in
Figure 6 (right panel), with a few mild peaks in the probability of prominence marking
for Intensity values at mid-low (near z = –1) and average (near z = 0) values. Some participants show an additional mild peak in the likelihood of prominence for high Intensity
values (near z =1), which is less evident in the overall results shown in Figure 6 (right
panel). Notably, the consensus ToBI labeling shows the same pattern of effects of Intensity
on prominence marking as other participants who respond to this cue, but with much
greater sensitivity.
Considering the individual participant graphs produced for all predictors (shown in
Appendix A), we find a similar global pattern of results. There is a lot of variability across
participants in the effect of each predictor on the probability of prosodic marking. Yet
remarkably, for participants who show a non-null effect (i.e., the predictor has a nonzero effect on the probability of prosodic marking, for at least some values in its range)
the general pattern of co-variation between the predictor variable and the probability of
prosodic marking—as illustrated by the plotted estimate (the black line in the graphs)—
does not change, though the magnitude of the effect may differ across participants. These
findings of individual differences—and similarities—are discussed further in Section 4.4.

4. Discussion

We have investigated the prosodic marking of a word (for boundary and prominence)
in relation to the several measures of acoustic correlates of prosody (duration, pause,
intensity, and F0), and in relation to several contextual measures (Word Frequency, Part
of Speech, Boundary Marking) to test the central question (Q4) that individual listeners
may vary in a constrained manner from the overall pattern of effects these predictors have
on prosodic ratings from the sample population as a whole. The analysis includes prosodic
ratings from 32 untrained listeners and one consensus ToBI annotation performed by a
pair of trained annotators. Before assessing the results for Question 4, we review the findings as they relate to the three preliminary questions addressing the overall pattern of
inter-annotator agreement and the main effects of individual predictors as prosodic cues
against the data from the larger sample population.
4.1 Inter-annotator agreement (Q1, Q2)

We observe moderate inter-annotator agreement for the boundary and prominence marking in our data, based on the binary 0/1 coding of each annotator’s rating of content words
in our corpus, with kappa scores in the low to middle range. This finding addresses our
Question 1, indicating substantial differences in the prosodic ratings assigned to words in
this sample by our participants. At the same time, the agreement rate is well sufficiently
high to indicate that annotators are behaving somewhat systematically. This overall level
of agreement affords the possibility that rating disagreements arise due to individual differences in the selection or weighting of various cues to prosody, including the predictors
tested here.
The results also address Question 2, demonstrating higher agreement for boundary
marking compared to prominence marking. Comparing the current findings with our prior
results using RPT (e.g., Cole et al., 2010a, 2010b), we observe similar agreement rates for
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boundary rating, and somewhat lower agreement for prominence rating. In that earlier
study, Fleiss’ kappa scores were separately calculated for four cohorts of 15–22 annotators each, with kappa scores for boundary ratings between .54–.62, and kappa scores for
prominence ratings between .37–.42.16
4.2 Average prosodic ratings differentiate presence vs. absence of prosodic features (Q2)

We address Question 2 by examining the average prosodic ratings for each word (i.e., the
b-scores and p-scores). The prediction is that there will be two peaks in the distribution
of b-scores and p-scores: One peak near zero representing words that no or almost no
annotators marked for boundary or prominence, and a second peak near 1 representing
words that all or almost all annotators marked for boundary or prominence. These high
levels of annotator agreement would arise for words that a speaker produces with salient
acoustic cues that distinguish the presence vs. absence of a prosodic boundary, or salient
cues distinguishing prominence from non-prominence. The prediction is that annotators
will readily perceive a boundary or prominence in the presence of a perceptually salient
cue, resulting in high agreement. Similarly, high agreement is predicted in the presence
of cues that unambiguously signal the absence of a boundary or a non-prominent word.
Another possibility is that the linguistic context strongly predicts the presence or absence
of a prosodic boundary, or prominence. If predictions from contextual factors are a strong
influence on perceived prosody, we may find high annotator agreement in strongly predictive contexts. When contextual factors and acoustic cues are both salient and congruent in cueing the presence vs. absence of boundaries and prominences for a given word,
we expect the highest level of annotator agreement. If there is a prevalence of words with
salient and congruent cues, it will be reflected in the distribution of average prosodic ratings with peaks near zero and one.
The average prosodic ratings illustrated in Figures 7–12, which are even more clearly
represented in the histograms in Appendix C, provide only partial evidence for the predicted distribution, and thus only partial evidence of salient and congruent cueing of a
binary boundary and prominence distinction. We see that the b-score and p-score distributions are both strongly skewed by a high number of zero values: Annotators agree
that most words are not preceding a prosodic boundary, and not prominent. On the other
hand, the b-score and p-score distributions are quite sparse at higher values, indicating
that there are very few words that all, or even many, annotators perceive as being followed by a boundary, or as prominent. The finding that there are many words for which
annotators do not agree in their rating of boundary or prominence suggests that salient
acoustic cues to boundary and prominence are very often not present in the speech signal. Alternatively, it may be the case that there are many words where the acoustic cues
for boundary or prominence are incongruent with the linguistic context. For instance, an
incongruence may arise when acoustic cues for boundary or prominence are present for a
word in a syntactic or discourse context where a boundary or prominence is not predicted.
Or, in an opposite scenario, an incongruence may arise when acoustic cues fail to signal
the presence of a boundary or prominence in a context where it is predicted. The lack of
agreement in marking the presence of a prosodic feature is consistent with the hypothesis
16

Note that because we have only a single ToBI annotation in this study, we cannot assess annotator agreement for the ToBI annotation. Inter-annotator agreement reported for prior studies of ToBI annotation
reliability (Yoon et al., 2004; Breen et al., 2012) indicate higher levels of agreement than we found for
RPT annotations, with kappa scores for prominence ranging from .75–.78, and kappa scores for boundaries
ranging from .58–.77. But direct comparison with our RPT kappa scores is not meaningful because the ToBI
reliability studies used very few annotators (2 in Yoon et al. study; 4 in the Breen et al. study), and computed agreement using Cohen’s pairwise kappa.
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of individual differences, but before we turn to those results we first consider the findings
for individual predictors against the full group of listeners.
4.3 Cue-based prosodic ratings (Q3)

Question 3 asks whether prosodic ratings from the full group of listeners are predicted by
the collective set of cues available to the listener. The GAMM results in Tables 2 and 3
provide confirmation of this hypothesis. Despite the small number of cues we included
in the full GAMM, the results indicate that the model explains 63% of the deviance in
boundary ratings, and 37% of the deviance in prominence ratings. Furthermore, all predictors and random effects are significant in the model, with only a single non-significant
interaction term (the smooth for Part of Speech by participant). The findings also underscore an asymmetry between boundary and prominence ratings, with boundary ratings
more strongly explained in terms of the cues selected for the model. This finding is almost
certainly related to the higher kappa scores for inter-annotator agreement for boundary
marking (Section 4.1).
The model estimated effects of predictors on prosodic marking are for the most part as
predicted in Section 2.3.1. Here we briefly review the GAMM estimated effects of individual predictors, as visualized in Figures 7–12 (and summarized following Figure 12)
with an eye to identifying the manner in which the predictor may function as a cue
for boundary or prominence rating over the entire group of listeners in our sample.
In briefest summary, the model estimated effects for individual predictors do in all
but three instances conform to predictions about how the predictors function as cues;
unexpected or null findings were obtained for Intensity and Post-pause Duration effects
on prominence marking, and Part of Speech effects on boundary marking. Details as
follows.
• Intensity: The predicted effect on boundary marking is observed only for below
average Intensity values (z < 0). The downward trend diminishes, with minor
fluctuations for above average Intensity values (z > 1). This pattern indicates
that strong local dips in Intensity serve as a cue for boundary marking, while
local upward spikes in Intensity are seemingly uninformative about boundaries.
Predicted effects on prominence marking are not clearly confirmed—there is
no consistent trend for increased likelihood of prominence marking with higher
values of Intensity (cf., Kochanski et al., 2005). There is a weak trend in the
predicted direction over the very lowest range of Intensity values, but the trend
reverses well before the middle of the Intensity distribution, suggesting that very
low Intensity is incommensurate with prominence marking. Intensity values that
are moderately low or higher are relatively uninformative about prominence.
• F0: For both boundary and prominence marking, there is a weak bimodal pattern
in the effect of Max F0, with small increases in the likelihood for both boundary
and prominence marking for very low values of Max F0, and for very high values.
Only the effect at high Max F0 was predicted, but the estimated bimodal pattern
of the F0 effects are consistent with the view of contrastive High and Low tone
prosodic features. In addition to these local effects of low and high Max F0, there
is a broad trend of gradient increase in prominence marking over F0 values ranging from average (z = 0) to high (z > 0). This trend is in the predicted direction
and confirms high F0 as a cue to prominence marking.
• Word Frequency: The predicted effect on prominence marking is confirmed,
with low frequency words much more likely to be marked as prominent. A weak
but unpredicted finding is the very small effect observed for boundary marking,
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where words with the lowest frequency are slightly more likely to be perceived
as preceding a boundary. There is no strong basis for predicting low frequency
words to be positioned at the end of a prosodic phrase, though it’s possible that
this weak effect in our data is related to the preference in English for topics or
themes (typically given information) to be positioned at the beginning of a sentence (Steedman, 2008).
Word Phone-rate: The very strong effect on boundary marking confirms our
prediction, but the effect is apparent only for words with Word Phone-rate values
in the lower quartile or slightly above. In other words, only words that exhibit an
extremely slower tempo than the immediately surrounding context show an increased likelihood of boundary marking. The effect on boundary marking is near
zero for words with more modestly slowed Phone-rate. In contrast, the predicted
effect of Word Phone-rate on prominence marking is only weakly confirmed. The
model estimated effect is more uniformly gradual across a broader range of Word
Phone-rate values, extending approximately up to the upper quartile of values,
with slower rates (i.e., longer phone durations) associated with an increased likelihood of prominence marking.
Post-pause Duration: There is a very dramatic, nearly linear effect of Post-pause
Duration on boundary marking, which goes in the predicted direction, up to
almost the end of the range of pause duration values. For words with the very
longest Post-pause Duration, the trend appears to reverse, but data is very sparse
in this region of the predictor range. The model estimates only a weak effect of
Post-pause Duration on prominence marking, which is limited to duration values
in the vicinity of 600 ms. This inflection point is close to the peak in the boundary marking effect, suggesting that Prominence may be marked on the basis of
an apparent Boundary cue, but perhaps for words that lacked other indicators of
boundary status. This question is not explored further here.
Part of Speech: Although there were no strong predictions for Part of Speech
effects on boundary marking for the content words included in our analysis,
we nonetheless find a minimal, though significant decrease in the likelihood of
boundary marking for nouns relative to the other three categories. This effect,
though small, is unexpected given that nouns that are final in the grammatical
subject constituent are also expected to be final in a prosodic phrase under some
accounts of the correspondence between syntactic and prosodic phrase structure,
as are object nouns that are final in the verb phrase (Büring, 2016). On the other
hand, the slightly greater likelihood of boundary ratings for verbs, predicate
adjectives and adverbs, relative to nouns, could be related to the prevalence
of those part of speech categories at the end of a sentence, also final in the
prosodic phrase. Further explanation for this small effect is not explored here.
The model estimated effects of Part of Speech on prominence marking partially
confirm predictions, with only nouns but not adjectives showing an increased
likelihood of prominence marking. The more moderate effect for adverbs is most
likely due to emphasis on intensifiers, though we leave this question for future
analysis.
Boundary marking: The predicted effect of increased prominence marking for
words marked by the same annotator as preceding a Boundary is weakly confirmed. The effect is small in magnitude, though significant, suggesting either
that nuclear prominence on the phrase-final word is not so common in our materials, and/or that a final nuclear prominence does not have increased perceptual
salience relative to prominences in other phrasal positions.
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The strongest evidence for the predictive value of a cue for prosodic rating would be a
finding that each predictor effectively separates the data into two subsets for each prosodic feature: Boundary/no-boundary, and prominent/not-prominent. The visualizations
of estimated effects of individual predictors shown in Figures 7–12 provide only partial
confirmation of this pattern. Word Phone rate and Post-pause Duration appear to effectively distinguish words with a very high likelihood of boundary marking from other
words, while the noun category in Part of Speech appears to effectively distinguish words
with higher likelihood of prominence marking. Word Frequency also has a strong effect
on prominence marking, but the effect is uniformly gradient across the entire range of
frequency values, making it difficult to see where a threshold marking a binary prominence distinction might be located.
4.4 Patterns of individual participant differences

The GAMM results reported above for both prominence and boundary have included all
of the data from the 32 untrained annotators plus the ToBI annotation. In this section,
we discuss the GAMM results for the random smooth of each predictor by participant,
addressing Question 4, about how individual listeners deviate from the pattern of overall effects of predictors on prosodic marking. As discussed in Section 1, we predict that
individual differences may occur in the selection or non-selection of a predictor as a cue
for prosodic marking, or in cue weighting, but not in ways that would change the overall
pattern that relates variation in the cue to variation in the likelihood of prosodic marking.
The patterning of individual deviations from the overall effect of a predictor on prosodic
rating can be assessed qualitatively by visual inspection of the GAMM visualizations in
Appendix A, and confirm our prediction: If a cue is a significant predictor of prosodic rating for any number of annotators, then it has the same pattern of influence for all of those
annotators. The effect of a significant cue is always in the same direction, and individual
differences among annotators emerge only in the selection and magnitude of the cue’s
effect on prosodic rating.
We offer a mildly subjective quantitative test of the prediction here, by establishing a
lower threshold on the peak effect of a predictor for considering the predictor as a cue—
i.e., as boosting the probability of boundary (or prominence) marking. Specifically, if the
overall estimated probability (controlling for the other predictors) rose above .1 across
any range of a predictor, the participant was coded as showing a positive effect for the
predictor as a cue for boundary (or prominence) marking. A value of .1 on the y-axis
means that predictor values in that region increase the probability of prosodic marking
by 10% or more. This pattern is indicated with a “+” in Tables 4 and 5 below. If there
was no range of the predictor values that reached or surpassed the .1 value for boosting
prosodic marking, the participant was coded as not showing an effect for that predictor,
indicated as “–” in the tables below. For example, Figure 16 displays the GAMM visualization for the estimated effect of Max F0 on boundary marking for participant 22 (left
panel) and participant 23 (right panel). For participant 22 there are multiple estimated
values of Max F0 for which the probability of boundary marking exceeds .1, while for
participant 23 there are no estimated values that exceed .1. Correspondingly, participant
22 is coded in Table 5 as “+” for Max F0 as a boundary cue, while participant 23 is coded
as “–” for the same cue.
In Table 5, the coding for each participant is applied for the selection of predictors as
cues of prosodic boundaries in the data, as described above. Participants are grouped in
the table to highlight shared patterns of cue selection. There is a subset of 6 untrained
participants (annotators) who are using the same cues as the trained annotators (#33).
The most widely used cue selected for boundary marking is Post-pause Duration, which is
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Table 5: Shared effect across participants for the selection of predictors as cues to boundary
marking. Selection criteria as described in text above.
Boundary
Participant

Intensity

Max F0

Word

Word

Post-pause

Part of

Frequency

Phone-rate

Duration

Speech

Trained 33

+

+

+

+

+

+

Untrained 8

+

+

+

+

+

+

Untrained 10

+

+

+

+

+

+

Untrained 12

+

+

+

+

+

+

Untrained 16

+

+

+

+

+

+

Untrained 22

+

+

+

+

+

+

Untrained 28

+

+

+

+

+

+

Untrained 6

+

–

+

+

+

+

Untrained 26

+

–

–

+

+

+

Untrained 24

+

–

–

+

+

–

Untrained 30

+

–

–

+

+

–

Untrained 31

+

–

–

+

+

–

Untrained 1

–

–

–

+

+

–

Untrained 2

–

–

–

+

+

–

Untrained 4

–

–

–

+

+

–

Untrained 5

–

–

–

+

+

–

Untrained 7

–

–

–

+

+

–

Untrained 9

–

–

–

+

+

–

Untrained 11

–

–

–

+

+

–

Untrained 14

–

–

–

+

+

–

Untrained 15

–

–

–

+

+

–

Untrained 17

–

–

–

+

+

–

Untrained 19

–

–

–

+

+

–

Untrained 20

–

–

–

+

+

–

Untrained 21

–

–

–

+

+

–

Untrained 23

–

–

–

+

+

–

Untrained 25

–

–

–

+

+

–

Untrained 29

–

–

–

+

+

–

Untrained 32

–

–

–

+

+

–

Untrained 3

–

–

–

–

+

–

Untrained 13

–

–

–

–

+

–

Untrained 18

–

–

–

–

+

–

Untrained 27

–

–

–

–

+

–

selected by every participant. Word Phone-rate is the second most widely used cue. The
least used cues are Max F0, Word frequency, and Part of Speech, with Intensity used by
12 annotators.
Table 5 also illustrates a grouping of participants according to the cues they select for
boundary marking. For instance, the ToBI annotation on the first row and the first 6 participants listed under it show the same pattern, as already noted. There is another, larger
cluster of 17 participants in the middle of the table who select only Word Phone-rate
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Figure 16: Example of Schema for Tables 4 and 5. For Max F0, “+” on the left (participant 22) and
“–” on the right (participant 23). A value of .1 or higher on the y-axis means that predictor values
in that region increase the probability of prosodic marking by 10% or more for that participant,
in which case the predictor is coded with a “+” for that participant in Table 5. If there are no
estimated values that exceed .1, the predictor is coded with a “–” for that participant in Table 5.

and Post-pause Duration as cues, with another 4, at the bottom of the table, who select
only Post-pause Duration. The grouping of participants reveals a limited pattern of individual differences in cue selection, with the biggest distinction between participants
who select only durational cues, and those who select one or more of the remaining
cues.
Another very interesting finding that emerges from this predictor grouping is that there
is an implicational hierarchy in cue selection. All annotators who use Max F0 as a cue
for boundary annotation also use Frequency. Annotators who use Frequency also use
Part of Speech. The full implicational hierarchy of cue selection is as follows: Max F0 →
Frequency → PoS → Intensity → Phone-rate → post-pause duration. The hierarchy, to our
knowledge, has not been reported in previous literature.
Table 6 displays the grouping of participants according to the cues they use for prominence marking. This table includes the same predictors shown in Table 5, with the addition of Boundary marking (by the same annotator) as a possible cue for prominence.
The trained ToBI annotation is again listed in the top row and uses all available cues for
prosodic marking. For prominence marking, we see a larger cluster of participants, 14
in all, who cluster with the trained ToBI annotators in selecting all predictors as cues
for prominence marking. The most widely used cue for prominence marking is Part of
Speech, followed closely by Word Frequency. The least used cues for prominence marking
are Intensity, Max F0, and Post-pause Duration, in that order, though even these cues are
used by many participants.
Compared to the cues selected for boundary marking, these listeners rely on a greater
number of cues, and exhibit more individual differences in cue selection for prominence
marking. Additional smaller clusters can be identified for combinations of two and three
cues, but no striking patterns stand out here. The overall finding from this grouping of
predictors for prominence marking is that there is greater variation in the patterning of
individual differences in cue selection for prominence across participants, compared to
boundary marking.
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Table 6: Shared effect across participants for the selection of predictors as cues to prominence
marking. Selection criteria as described in text above.
Prominence
Participant

Intensity

Max F0

Word

Word

Trained 33

+

+

Untrained 5

+

Untrained 7

Post-pause Part of

Boundary

Frequency

Phone-rate Duration

Speech

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

Untrained 8

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

Untrained 9

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

Untrained 10

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

Untrained 12

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

Untrained 14

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

Untrained 16

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

Untrained 17

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

Untrained 22

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

Untrained 28

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

Untrained 29

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

Untrained 31

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

Untrained 32

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

Untrained 6

–

+

+

+

+

+

+

Untrained 11

–

+

+

+

+

+

+

Untrained 21

–

+

+

+

+

–

–

Untrained 4

–

–

+

+

–

+

+

Untrained 18

–

–

+

+

–

+

+

Untrained 20

–

–

+

+

–

+

+

Untrained 25

–

–

+

+

–

+

–

Untrained 26

–

–

+

–

+

+

–

Untrained 24

–

–

+

–

–

+

+

Untrained 1

–

–

+

–

–

+

–

Untrained 15

–

–

–

+

–

–

+

Untrained 30

–

–

–

+

–

–

–

Untrained 23

–

–

–

–

–

+

–

Untrained 27

–

–

–

–

–

+

–

Untrained 13

–

–

–

–

–

–

+

Untrained 19

–

–

–

–

–

–

+

Untrained 2

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

Untrained 3

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

Finally, we observe an implicational hierarchy for cue selection with prominence rating
similar to what was observed for boundary rating, though extending over only four cues
in prominence rating: Intensity → Max F0 → Post-pause duration → Word Frequency.
An alternative approach to the analysis presented above would be a more purely datadriven and objective cluster analysis; however, generalized additive models do not readily
lend themselves to such an approach. The next steps in this research are to develop quantitative techniques that incorporate the estimated smooths into a clustering algorithm
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with a larger dataset to investigate precisely how shared cues are implemented, what
groups emerge from this analysis, and patterns of how prosody is marked with respect to
these cues.

5. Conclusion

Prosodic annotation is a noisy measure of the underlying prosody of an utterance, due
in part to ambiguity of the cues to boundaries and prominences available to the listener,
which in turn results from variability in speakers’ production of prosody at both the
phonological and phonetic levels. The noise in prosodic annotation can be measured in
the rate of disagreement among independent annotators, including trained and untrained.
Variability in annotators’ identification of prosodic features is also matched by widely
observed variability in the production of prosodic features as a function of the linguistic
context of a word, and in the phonetic expression of prosodic features. Both types of variability—in the speaker’s production and in the listener’s perception of prosody—represent
statistical noise for the analysis of prosody.
In this paper, we have examined individual differences in prosody ratings as a source of
information about the factors that influence prosodic annotation, using GAMMs to examine patterns of convergence in listeners’ judgments of prosody in relation to the source of
those judgments in acoustic, lexical, frequency-based, and phonological contextual cues
in the perception of prosodic boundaries and prominences. GAMMs of annotator ratings
of boundaries and prominences provide robust evidence of individual differences. Despite
the observed differences in the factors that cue prosody for untrained annotators, we find
uniformity among annotators in the shape and relative magnitude of the effects for significant predictors. If an annotator’s prosodic rating of a word is influenced by a particular
acoustic cue or by a contextual factor, then the influence is in the same direction as for
other annotators, and similarly matches that of trained annotators. Generally speaking,
then, the observed variability is limited to the selection and magnitude of the factors that
influence prosodic rating, and the relative weighting among those factors.
A related point here is that the factors that influence prosodic ratings for untrained
annotators are the same factors reported in prior studies as measured correlates of prosodic features elicited from speakers under experimental control. Specifically, Post-pause
Duration is strongly predictive of boundary rating, along with Word Phone-rate—the two
durational measures among the predictors considered here. The cues for prominence ratings, on the other hand, appear to be more diffuse—with more individual variation in
which cues are influencing listeners’ prominence ratings.
Throughout our analyses we have demonstrated that non-linearity exists in the conditioning of prosodic marking and that this non-linearity can be amplified by some groups
of untrained annotators and trained annotators (as clearly revealed in the visualization
of individual predictor effects in Appendix A). The findings point to several questions for
further research:
• Are the annotator groups we formed impressionistically, based on an effect
minimum threshold we selected, statistically distinct from one another?
• Are the patterns of cue selection consistent within annotator groups, when tested
against new data or new annotators?
• Are the patterns of cue selection and weighting consistent for individuals, when
tested against new data from the same speech sample?
• Is the pattern of cue selection and weighting variable for individual annotators
for ratings of different speech samples, or under different listening conditions?
• Is there a relationship between a listener’s use of a cue in perception and in their
own production?
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• Appendix A. R code and all visualizations of the data. DOI: https://
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• Appendix C. Bootstrapping Code in R. DOI: https://doi.org/10.5334/
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